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VPNs Illustrated : Tunnels, VPNs, and IPsecAddison Wesley, 2005
Virtual private networks (VPNs) based on the Internet instead  of the traditional leased lines offer organizations of all sizes the promise of  a low-cost, secure electronic network. However, using the Internet to carry  sensitive information can present serious privacy and security problems. By  explaining how VPNs actually...
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iPod + iTunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap (2nd Edition) (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
iPod enthusiasts, this book is for you. iPod + iTunes for Windows and Mac in a Snap, Second Edition has been updated to cover the latest version of iTunes and the entire family of iPods, including the new Nano, and podcast and video download features. Organized into a series of well-organized,...
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Content Computing: Advanced Workshop on Content Computing, AWCC 2004Springer, 2005
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Advanced Workshop on Content Computing, AWCC 2004, held in Zhen Jiang, Jiang Su, China in November 2004.

The 26 revised full papers and 36 revised short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 194 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on mobile...
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IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems: VoIP Evolution in a Converged Telecommunication WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
IMS Multimedia Telephony service has been standardized in 3GPP as the replacement of the circuit switched telephony service in cellular networks. The multimedia telephony service consists of several service components such as voice, video and text. ‘IMS Multimedia Telephony over Cellular Systems’ provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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Windows Vista Annoyances: Tips, Secrets, and HacksO'Reilly, 2008
Windows Vista may be the next big thing, but it still contains enough quirks and unaccountable behaviors to vex anyone. This unique guide not only discusses the most irritating features of the latest Microsoft operating system and how to get around them, but also explains how to improve Windows and do more with the software than Microsoft intended....
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DHCP Handbook, The (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
The Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) provides a way to automate and manage the network configurations of devices that use the TCP/IP protocol suite.  Without DHCP, network administrators must manually enter in IP addresses for each computer and network device and then manually change that address each time the device is moved to a...
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trixbox CE 2.6Packt Publishing, 2009
The open source telephony platform trixbox CE is designed to implement a PBX system with features typically reserved for large enterprise businesses. trixBox allows an individual or organization to set up a telephone system with traditional telephone networks as well as internet-based telephony or VoIP. The task is time consuming and involves a...
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Drupal for Education and E-Learning - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	You don't need to be a techie to build a community-based website for your school. With this guide to Drupal you'll be able to create an online learning and sharing space for your students and colleagues, quickly and easily.


	Overview

	
		Create a powerful tool for communication among teachers,...
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Torque 3D Game Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 80 practical recipes and hidden gems for getting the most out of the Torque 3D game engine


	Overview

	
		Clear step-by-step instruction and practical examples to advance your understanding of Torque 3D and all of its sub-systems.
	
		Explore essential topics such as graphics, sound, networking...
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Exploring the JDS Linux DesktopO'Reilly, 2004
The ideal guide to JDS, Exploring the JDS Linux  Desktop is clear and direct, and  carefully  covers such housekeeping chores as setting up networking,  updates, and backups. It enters into great depth concerning  the key productivity tools every user needs: email, web  browsing, instant messaging, word processing,...
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Physical Computing: Sensing and Controlling the Physical World with ComputersCourse Technology PTR, 2004
We believe that the computer revolution has left most of you behind. Steve Jobs had similar thoughts when he founded Apple Computer and set out to build “computers for the rest of us.” The idea was to enable people who were not computer experts—like artists, educators, and children—to take advantage of the power of...
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Net Crimes & Misdemeanors: Outmaneuvering Web Spammers, Stalkers, and Con ArtistsInformation Today, 2006
If you are reading this book or thinking about acquiring it, you have taken an important step toward increasing your awareness of the ways in which the Internet may be abused. J. A. Hitchcock has prepared a second edition of her popular book, Net Crimes and Misdemeanors, reflecting new ways in which you may encounter the dark side of global...
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